Molecular dynamics simulations of electroosmosis in perfluorosulfonic acid polymer.
An atomistic MD simulation method has been developed to study the electroosmotic drag in the hydrated perfluorosulfonic acid polymer. The transport characteristics of the hydroniums and water molecules are evaluated from their velocity distribution functions with an electric field applied. It is shown that the microstructure of the hydrated perfluorosulfonic acid polymer is not perturbed significantly by the electric field up to 2 V/microm, and the velocity distribution functions obey the peak shifted Maxwell velocity distribution functions. The evaluated peak shifting velocities are only about 1% of the average thermal motion. The hydronium flow and water flow are evaluated from the average transport velocities or the peak shifting velocities. The electroosmotic drag coefficients from the MD simulations are in good correspondence with the experimental values. It is also shown that the electroosmotic drag coefficient has no or weak temperature dependence.